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NOTE
Data from portions of the Landsat-D Ground Segment Data Base, Version 113,
are contained in this volume. In the event of conflict between that data
and the latest revision of the Landsat-D Ground Segment Data Base, the











This volume defines the formats used for the transmission of Landsat-D and
Landsat-D Prime spacecraft telemetry data through either the TDRS/GSTDN via the
NASCOM Network to the CSF.
The volume contains a description -of the Landsat-D and Landsat-D Prime
spacecraft's telemetry flow from the Command and Data Handling Subsystem, a
telemetry list and telemetry matrix assignment for the mission and engineering
formats. The OBC controlled format and the dwell format are also discussed'
The OBCs contribution to telemetry, and the format of the reports, are covered.
The high rate data channel includes the payload correction data format, the
narrowband Tape Recorder and the OBC dump formats.
1.1 TELEMETRY OVERVIEW
The Landsat-D spacecraft downlink consists of an S-Band frequency capable of
being received at various Ground Spaceflight Tracking Data Network (GSTDN)
stations and through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) to the TDRS
Ground Station at White Sands, New Mexico as shown on Figure 1-1. The S-Band
downlink telemetry data is transmitted on 2287.5 MHz via the Landsat-D omni
antenna or high gain antenna. The omni antenna S-Band telemetry is received by






station. There are two data bit screams: the S-Band Realtime spacecraft
telemetry which contains spacecraft subsystem health and status (housekeeping)
data, Global Positioning System (Receiver/Processor Assembly) data; the High
Rate Channel telemetry which contains OBC dump or Payload Correction Data (PCD)
or Narrowband Tape Recorder (NBTR) Playback (Reproducer) data.
Also, a ranging code is transmitted to the Landsat-D spacecraft either via the
TDRS or from A GSTDN ground station and returned coherently with the forward
link via a PN range code or rangl ig tone respectively. Tracking data is relayed
over NASCOM lines Co the Orbital Computations Group (OCG). Tracking by the TDRS
requires establishment of a forward and return link with the Landsat-D
spacecraft via TDRS S-Band Multiaccess (MA) or single access (SSA) channel.
Ranging is accomplished by the Landsat-D high gain antenna initially program
tracking the TDRS. The Landsat-D spacecraft then switches to Ku-band
autotracking once Che Ku-band received signal level indicates lock. The OBC
controls the Ku/S-band high gain antenna during program tracking of the TDRS.
1.2 REALTIME SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY
The realtime telemetry data flow is from the Landsat-D spacecraft via Che TDRS
to the White Sands Ground Station, hence via NASCOM Co the GSFC landsat-D OCC.
Additional support is provided by the GSTDN sices and hence via NASCOM to GSFC
Landsat-D OCC. There is a Landsat-D Spacecraft onboard recording capability of
the realtime spacecraft narrow band teletetry data. A housekeeping telemetry










the TORS satellite operating in the MA or SSA mode and to the GSTDU/Foreign
Ground Stations via the omni antenna. Housekeeping telemetry rate of 1 Kbps is
available for use when transmitting via the omnl to the TORS while is operating
in the SSA mode for Landsat-D orbit adjusts.
There are two telemetry formats controlled by ROM's: Format I (Engineering
Format) is for Landaat-D subsystem data with emphasis on attitude control data
during transmission supporting launch operational, orbit adjust maneuvers, or
for safehold) at 8 Kbps rate. Format II (Mission Format) is for Landsat-D
subsystem and sensor housekeeping at 8 Kbps (normal mode). A third fortrat is
possible but not planned for usage and is controlled by the On-3oard Computer.














1.3 HIGH RATE TELEMETRY CHANNEL
The high rate telemetry channel is transmitted simultaneously with the realtime
spacecraft telemetry and received and relayed by the TDRSS and/or the GSTDN to
the Landsat-D OCC in a similiar fashion as described above. The hi-jh rate
telemetry channel contains several different kinds of data with different
formats and data rates as a function of the data routing. Only one type of data
whether Payload Correction Dcta (PCD), OBC Durap, or Narrowband Tape Recorder
(NBTR) Playback data can be transmitted at a time via the hish rate channel
telenet..y stream. PCD If, also contained in the TM Telemetry stream. The PCD is
transmitted on the high rate channel at 32 Kbps with a unique format. The OBC
Dump is transmitted at 32 Kbuf, (1 Kbps is available if needed). The NBTR
playback is transmitted at 128 Kbpo via TDRS or 256 Kbps to the GSTDN and
normally replayed at 128 Kbps to the CSF. The playback telemetry forma'-, is the |
reverse of the realtime spacecraft telemetry. Playback of a full Tape at 128
Kbps tikes an operating time of 14.9 minutes and 256 Kbps takes 7.45 minutes.
The formats are described later.
In addition to the GSTDN*3, a Transportable Ground Station (TCS) located at GSFC
can receive S-band uowalink telemetry although the TGS is not planned to be used
in this manner. Also, TGS receives TM & MSS wideband data and forwards them to
ths Data Receive Record and Transmit System (DRRTS). The TM and MSS data
description formats are not ,iart of this DFCB voJ-ime. They are included in









The realtime spacecraft telemetry (housekeeping and GPS data) and the high rate
channel (PCD, NBTR or OBC) data are downlinked via the S-Band Transponder,
Figure 2-1. The TDRS System, the GSTDN, foreign ground stations and the
Transportable Ground Station (TGS) are capable of receiving this downlinked
data/dump. The telemetry rate and format are changeable based upon the
spacecraft commanded mode of operation.
The configuration of the S-band downlink provides the capability for both
realtime spacecraft telemetry and the high rate channel telemetry through the
TDRS and the GSTDN simultaneously, if-required. Telemetry data to the GSTDN is
via two bit streams, biphase modulated and summed in a linear network and
transmitted ap restuual-carrier phase modulation on S-Band. The two TORS data
bit streams are modulo-2 added to internally-generated PN codes and transmitted
independently on the In-phase (I) channel and the Quadrature (Q) channel as
ataggered-Quadrature-Phase-Shift-Keyed (SQFSK) modulation of the S-band return
link.
The use of transmitter A or B is commandable as is rhe use of either the OMNI or
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Telemetry is sampled In the subsystems by the Remote Interface Units (RIU) and
passed to the Format Generator and/or computer over the Multiplex Data Bus,
Figure 2-2. From the C&DH formatter, the telemetry data is routed to the Pre-
Modulation Processor (PMP), and in turn to the transponder. If requested,
telemetry is channeled to the OBC via the STACC Interface Unit (STINT). The OBC
requests and stores these inputs at the appropriate time. All telemetry is
supplied to the transponder through a PMP. The PHP may be commanded to supply
realtime spacecraft telemetry to the Narrowband Tape Recorder (NBTR) for
subsequent playback on the high rate channel. Also, when commanded, the payload
correction data is supplied to the PMP from the PCD formatter in the POU, Both
PMP's can be turned ON simultaneously with an associated transponder end
telemetry routed to both the TDRS and GSTDN/TGS/Foreign Stations simultaneously.
Flight Spacecraft time (GMT) is included in the realtime spacecraft telemetry
stream from the DPU which supplies a 52 bit time code in BCD. Also, the CU
supplies the OBC with a 24 bit (binary count) time code via the realtime
spacecraft telemetry stream. The OBC uses least significant 18 of these bits
for Stored Commands and Time Tags for Absolute and Relative Time Commatida
Processing with LSB equal to 1.024 seconds. The DPU supplies both the TM and MSS
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The S-Band OMNI downlink characteristics are as follows:
1. Frequency - 2287.5 MHz
2. Polarization - Right Hand Circular (RCP)
3. Transmitter Power - 5 watts +1 dB
4. Beamwidth (Coverage) - 463.8 Deg fr. NADIR (100%) - CSTDN
- +U6.2 Deg fr. Zenith (84Z) - TDRSS (return)
- OMNI - Total Sphere (85Z) Requirement
5. Bandwidth - 3 MHz
\ 6. Antenna Gain - -6 dBi (minimum over 80% of sphere)
The S-Band TORS High Gain link characteristics are as follows:
1. Frequency - 2287.5 MHz
2. Polarization - Left Hand Circular (LCP)
3. Transmitter Power - 5 watts +1 dB (+6.9 dBw)
4. Beamwidth - half power, 5 degrees
5. Bandwidth - 6 MHz
6. Antenna Gain - +28 dB
LSD-WPC-007
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2.1.1 TELEMETRY DATA CHARACATERISTICS
2.1.1.1 Modulation
The modulation techniques are different for GSTDN and TORS as summarized in
Table 2-1 and described below:
1. GSTDN
a. The realtime spacecraft telemetry data is blphase-S, phase shift
keyed, phase modulated (BiO-S/PSK/PM) on a 1.024 MHz subcarrier
via the OMNI antenna. Twenty percent of the power is in the
residual carrier. Realtime spacecraft telemetry is transmitted
simultaneously with ranging data if desired.
b. The high rate channel telemetry is Bi9-S/PM modulated directly on
the baseband.
c. The GSTDN ranging is PM modulated.
2. TDRS
a. The realtime spacecraft telemetry data is NRZ-M convoluttonally
coded (length-7), pseudo-noise code (PN) and transmitted
independently on the "I" and "Q" c.-.annel as Staggered-Quadrature-
Phase-Shift-Keyed (SQPSIC) on the S-Dand Return Link.
b. The high rate channel telemetry is NRZ-M convolutionally coded
(length-7), PN coded and transmitted on the "Q" channel only
while realtime spacecraft telemetry is transmitted on the "I"
channel simultaneously.
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Table 2-2. Data Bit Stream Formats










NRZ-L level (or NRZ change): "ONE" is
represented by one level. "ZERO" is
represented by the other level.
NRZ-Mark (Differential encoding): "ONE"
is represented by a change in level.
"ZERO" is represented by no change in
level.
Bi-Phase-Mark, A transition occurs at
the beginning of every time (T) period:
"ONE" is represented by a second trans-
ition one-half time period later.
"ZERO" is represented by no second
transition.
Bi-Phase-Space, A transition occurs
at the beginning of every time (T)
period: "ZERO" is represented by
a second transition one-half time
period later "ONE" is represented






The TDRSS Ground Statioa generally demodulates the "Q" channel. The "Q" to "I"
channel power ratio is 4:1. The "I" channel is demodulated for telemetry when
either the OBC data/dump, PCD formatter data or the NBTR playback data is
transmitted on the "Q" channel.
2.1.1.2 Bit Rate
The output bit rate via the Pre-Modulation Processor to the transponder is a
function of the selected data source, data bit stream used, spacecraft mission
phase, and receiving site as shown in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3. Telemetry Bit Rate and Type
Telemetry






























All signal inputs to each PMP include NRZ-L data and required clocks. The PMP
receives OBC data dump and required clocks from either of two STACC STINT'S with
rates command selectable either at 1 or 32 Kbps (Landsat-i) uses 32 Kbpa); the
PMP receives realtime spacecraft telemetry which consists of NRZ-L data and
clock from either STACC/CU with rates command selectable at 1 or 8 Kbps; the PMP
receives PCD Formatter data in a similiar fashion except the source is from the
power distribution unit (FDD) which contains the PCD Formatter; lastly, the PMP
receives realtime spacecraft telemetry playback data from the NBTR with data
rates at 128 Kbps or 256 Kbps with the appropriate clock signal. The C&DH
subsystem can be commanded to select bit rates of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 Kbps
for realtime spacecraft telemetry, however, telemetry rates must be 8 Kbps only
for OBC timing purposes. Telemetry rate of 1 Kbps can be used for emergency
operations but the OBC timing may not. be valid.
2.1.1.3 Word Length
The word length is eight bits assembled into analog, passive analog, bi-level
(discrete) or serial digital words.
2.1.1.4 Telemetry Matrix Capacity
The telemetry subsystem provides 64 channels for data inputs per RI'J and an
additional 64 channels per Telemetry Multiplexer/Expander Unit (EU) and used as
follows:






2. 64 available for bilevel or
3. 16 available for serial digital or
4. 16 available for conditioned passive analog or
5. Combination of the above. (See Table 2-10)
There are nine RIU'a (some have EU's) on Landsat-D which acquire data from the
subsystems and route it to the CU via the Multiplex Data Bus (MDB). The C&DH
formatter retrieves the appropriate RIU channel data at the correct time for
iuicrtion into the realtime spacecraft telemetry stream (matrix) by using one of
the CU's two programmable read-only-memories (PROM) which contains an RIU and
channel number for each telemetry word.
2.1.1.5 Format Selection
Two PROM devices are uied in the CU for Engineering and Mission formats. Mission
and engineering formats are nearly identical except that the mission format
contains more TM Sensor and GPS housekeeping data whereas the engineering format
contains more modular attitude control subsystem (MACS) and propulsion module
(PM) data. The mission format is intended for use while the spacecraft is in
the normal on-orbit imaging configuration during payload activity using the 8
Kbps telemetry rate. The engineering format is intended for use when the
spacecraft is being launched, in an orbit adjust or safe hold activity. A third
way to control the realtime spacecraft telemetry stream is by the OBC generated
format which is variable and based upon a memory upload used by the OBC to






an accelerated multiplex dwell format for a selected telemetry word repeated in
ell non-fixed columns continuously. The latter two formats are not planned for
Landsat-D normal operations.
2.1.2 TELEMETRY MATRIX CONSTRUCTION
2.1.2.1 Telemetry Data Format
The telemetry format for the C&DH Subsystem is a 128 x 128 row/column matrix. A
minor frame (row) contains 128 eight bit words (columns) and is illustrated in
Figure 2-3. A major frame is comprised of 128 minor frames. The format starts
<.n row 0, column 0 and proceeds sequentially through the matrix until the final
word in row 127, column 127 is transmitted. This completes a major frame. The
most significant bit (MSB) is transmitted first in a minor frame word.
2.1.2.2 Minor Frame
Each minor frame contains 128 words. The first three words are used for the
minor fisse synchronization. The minor frame counter is located in relative
word location 65 (Frame Counter) (Figure 2-4). These words are located in fixed
word locations as shown in Table 2-4. At the 8 Kbps rate, a word period is 1
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Sync Word (FAF320 In HEXADECIMAL)
0, 1, 2 Bit Rate
3, 4 Format ID
5 Central Unit A/B
6 Real Time/Computer Dump Data
7 CO Signal Presence
Subcoa
Subcom
0 Receiver (Rcvr)-A Lock Status
1 Rcvr-A TDRSS/STDN Mode
2 Rcvr-B Lock Status
3 Rcvr-B TDRSS/STDN Mode
4, 5 Dec. A Inlock, Det. B Inlocks
6, 7 CU-A Comnand Reject, CU-B Command
Reject
Computer Data Word (Report Identifier)
Spacecraft Clock (8 LSB from selected CU,
16 MSB in Subcom)
Frame Counter (Figure 2-4)
Command Counter (Selected CU)
0 Dwell Mode








The aajor frame contains 128 minor frames. The major frama duration is 16.384
seconds at 8 Kbpa and 131.072 seconds at the 1 Rbps rate.
2.1.2.A Fixed Columns
There are 16 fixed columns, six of which can be used for subcommutated words in
minor frame words 32, 33, 96, 97, 98 and 99. The remaining 10 fixed columns are
described below and in the following paragraphs:
1. Word I?3 - Bit rate (bits 0,1 and 2):
000-1 Kbps
001 - 2 Kbps
010-4 Kbps
Oil - 8 Kbpa
100 - 16 Kbps
101 - 32 Kbpp
110-64 Kbps
1H - 128 Kbps
- Format ID (bits 3 and 4):
00 - CO Flexible (not used on Landsat-D).
01 - Format I (Engineering)
10 • Format II (Mission)
11 - On-Board Computsr Controlled
- Central Unit A/B (bit 5):
0 - A
1 - B
- Realtime Time/Computer Dump Data (bit 6):
0 - On Board Computer Dump







- CU Signal Presence (bit 7):
0 - Not rejected
1 » Rejected if both CU A and B reject the command
2. Word #34 - Receiver A Lock Status (bit 0):
1 • locked
0 • not locked
- Receiver A TDRSS/GSTDN Mode (bit I):
0 • GSTDN
1 - TDRSS
- Receiver B Lock Status (bit 2):
1 • locked
0 • not locked
- Receiver B TDRSS/GSTDN Mode (bit 3):
0 - GSTDN
1 - TDRSS
- Detector A Inlock, Det. B Inlock Status (bit 4,5)
0 • locked
1 • not locked
- CU-A Command Reject, CU-B Command Reject (bit 6,7):
0 • Accept
1 - Reject
3. Word «5 - Computer Data Word ID (8 bits):
Identifies the OBC Telemetry Report number for this minor frames 25
word OEC Report (See Section 2.5)
4. Word #67 - Dwell Mode (bit 0):
0 « Dwell mode OFF










There are 112 non-fixed columns for the assignment of eubsystea telemetry data.
Tha matrix allocation of Columns/Subcoa words are described In Section 2.4,
Telemetry Matrix Alignments. The On-Board Computers contribution to the 25
altior frame worda (columns) Is daocrlbed In OBC Reports, Section 2.5.
Certain typas of OBC contribution to telemetry data are not available directly
from the subsystaoa (e.g., Plight Segmant attitude errors). These are derived
vlthtn OBC and data accessed in the subsystems) by the OBC via "Coaputer
Address" words through the R1U. Since direct telemetry acquisition of data via
"Computer Addreaaed" gates can compromise an OBC computational cycle, requests
for these data are made through the OBC. S«e reference item number 3 in Ssction
5.
2.1.2.6 Subcoaaautation
Thera are a total of six subcomautated worde In a minor frame. The cycle length
of the subcoaoutatlon is ono major frame. The 8-bit (0-255) minor frasa counter
is used to Identify the subcom words. When using Format 1 or II, the format of
the subcom words is controlled by the Esmory device identical no that used for
minor frame format control. Subcom formats are the same for both memory
controlled minor fran* formats. When operating in the computer generated minor







2.1.3 TELEMETRY CONTROL WORDS
2.1*3.1 Synchronisation
Tha flret three words to ««ch ainor fraiM ere ueed for olnor fracsa
•ynchronlsetloa. Theao 24 eyac bits are deacrtbed &e follow*:
MINOR FRAME SYNC
WORD: 0 1 2
MSB LSB
11111010 11110011 00100000
Since Che telaaetiy bit atreeo is transmitted MSB first, this eync pattern is
received as illustrated. In hexadecimal, the sync pattern is FAF320...
2.1.3.2 Frame Counter
Word 65 of the minor fraoe is the franc counter. At tho end of each mini fraae
the counter is incremented by one, and the new value (n+1) is placed in word 65
in the subsequent minor frame. This process is continued until a maximum count
of 255 is reached and the process repeated. Only the laot seven bits are needed
to determine the frame counter contents for aubcoo word ID (0-127). The bit








I The STACC/CU spacecraft clock counter is 24 bits (binary count) In length. The
| eight least significant bits (LSB) are located In the fixed telemetry column In
I word location 64 of tha telemetry matrix. The 16 noat significant bits (MSB)
i
are located in two additional telemetry words (86 and 87). The output of the CU
spacecraft oscillator (4.096 KHs) Is counted down to provide a 24-bit spacecraft
tima coda with LSB resolution of 1.024 seconds. Each CU haa tta own oscillator.
Additionally, an ultra stable external oscillator la coataaoS selectable. This
external oscillator is primarily used due to the Digital Processing Unit (DPU)
stability requirements for generation of TM (52 bits) and MSS (48 bits) tima
codes discussed in SVS-10126, Data Format Control Book, 7olua» V, (Payload).
Also, the Digital Processing Unit (DPU) generates a 52 bit titsa code which is
put in the realtime telemetry stream in word location 32 la tainor frame numbers
0-7 each major frame as shown in Table 2-36. This DPU time *ode Is also put In
the PCD data stream as shown in Figure 2-9 and described In 2.2.6.2.9 as It
appears in PCD format word 72. In either case, the DPU time code is referenced
to the major frame sync pulse which marks the beginning of the major frame
(minor frame zero, word aero-MSB).
The CU (24 hit counter) clock is incremented at tha beginning of the major frame
and every Yth minor frame as a function of telemetry rate. At a telemetry rate
of XKbps, the spacecraft clock Increments by 1 every Xth manor frame. In the I
Kbps mode the spacecraft clock will increment by 1 every minorr frame and in the
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2.2.1 CU PROM ENGINEERING FORMAT
The Engineering format, designated Format I, is for initial spacecraft
operations subsequent to a delta launch during deployment, Safe-Hold mode or
when an orbit adjust operation is conducted. Engineering format contains
subsystem data as shown in Section 2.4, Telemetry Matrix Assignments.
2.2.2 CU PROM MISSION FORMAT
The normal on-orbit mission telemetry format is defined as format II and both
formats are independent of telemetry rate. Although other bit rates are
possible, the 8 Kbps rate is used since it is consistent with the quantity of
spacecraft telemetered data, the link margins achieveable at 8 Kbps rate and the
restrictions of power flux density when the flight segment is transmitting to
the TDRS and the earth is near the line of sight of the TORS high gain antenna
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2.2.3 ON-BOARD COMPUTER TELEMETRY FORMAT
The CBC provides a capability for a third flexible fortsat, but not planned for
use, based upon a computer memory load. When operating la th« coaputer
generated minor frame format, the subcoo formats are controlled by the computer
instead of the CU PROM.
2.2.4 ACCELERATED MULTIPLEX (DWELL) FORMAT
The accelerated multiplex format can insert any single non-fixed teleaetry point
from the telemetry matrix column (excluding 0 through 3, 32 through 35, 64
through 67 and 96 through 99 - fixed columns) into all of the 112 non-fixed
columns. This mode provides an operational analysis tool since it can be
initiated through a single serial toagnitude command to the CU. It ia also
referred to as the "Dwell" node.
2.2.5 OBC DUMP FORMAT
The OBC can dump any 4,096 words of memory in units called memory banks. Less
than 4,096 words can also be dumped or loaded. Each dump is repeated at least
four (4) times. The memory dump goes to the PMP via the STINT. Each MSSC
memory word dumped requires 32 bits, as shown in Figure 2-5. Thirty-two, 3?-bit
words make up a minor frame (1024 bits), within which there are four groups,
each having eight 32-bit words (256 bits). The first word of each group has a
special function, as shown in Figure 2-6. This special function means that only
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complete fixed bank dump cannot be completed in an Integral number of minor
fraoas. Bach suceedlng dump of the fixed bank begins with the first word (of
the eecond copy of the dump) following Immediately after the last word of tha
preceding duap, and this continues with succeeding dumps until all four dusape
have been completed. Figure 2-6 shows the end of the first dump and beglnlng of
the second for a hardware dump of a fixed bank. For a duap of less than 4096, XS
and X6 (Figure 2-6) would appear In a different frame position. The oinlnuai
number of words that can be dumped is 1024. Therefore, dumps of less than 8
words will be increased to 8 words then repeated until 1024 total words are
dumped, dumps of 8 to 256 words will be repeated until 1024 total words are
dumped, dumps of greater than 256 will be repeated 4 times.
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Xi MF SYNC Contains a 32 bit sync code (FAF320Rex+ 8 zeros)
X2 BANK ID (of the fixed bank) Contains the bank identifier
of the IISSC word dumped in the
preceding 32 bit word
Format
always
ill 111 1 Mil 111111 11 i it i Wi**x*|w(
1-^ Hardware dump —*-Bank ID ^
X3 Subcom Counter
X4 Subcom Counter
X5 End of first dump
Software dump 0000
parity
Start of second dump
All ones parity bit zero
All ones parity bit zero
The 4096th word of the first
copy of the dumped oank appears
here (position shown-hardware dump)
The first word of the second
copy of the dumped bank appears
here, (position shown-hardware dump)
X5 & X6 may be in another position for software dump of leas
than 4096 words




2.2.6 PAYLOAD CORRECTION DATA (PCD) FORMAT
The PCD telemetry matrix consists of 128 words (minor frame) as shown in Figure
2-7 by 128 rows (major frone). The words in the minor frame contain Angle
Displacement Sensor (ADS) and Gyro data whereas the subcom (word 72 only)
contains attitude, gyro drift, ephemeris, time code, ADS temperature, PCD
multiplexer status as well as TM housekeeping Telemetry data. The PCD Formatter
telemetry data is transmitted over the high rate channel (32 Kbps) to GSTDH or
TORS. The PCD Formatter output in also sent to the DP'J for insertion into the
TM multiplexer payload data stream aa described in SVS-10L26, Data Format
Control Book, Volume V, (Payload). A minor frame is 32 Msec as shown in Figure
2-8 and a major trame is 4.096 seconds. Only one word is subcomamtated (word 72)





































































The format contains the following types of dau from several sources:
1. Angle Displacement Sensor (from ADS)
2. ADS Temperature (froa ADS)
3. Gyro Data (froa OBC)
j 4. Gyro Drift Data (froa OBC)
i
5. Attitude Estimate (from OBC)
i 6. Ephemarls (from OBC)
7. TM Housekeeping Telemetry Data (from OBC)
; 8. Spare Telemetry Data (From OBC)
9. S/C Time Code (from DPI))
10. Formatter Status (generated in ths Formatter)
11• Sync (generated in the Formatter)
12. MFID (generated In the Formatter)
13. Telemetry Frame Correlation (generated in the Formatter)


























































3- 8 bit bytes;
MSB first






2.2.6.2 Data & Timing
2.2.6.2.1 Angle Displacement Sensor - Each axis of the ADS will be sampled
every 2 msec (8 words). The sample will he converted to a 12 bit word and
inserted in 2 consecutive words of the format, with the 4 MSB's of the first
word set to zero. The format and range of the ADS DATA is as follows:
MSB LSB
F !
0000 XXXX XXXX XXXX
1ST WORD 2ND WORD IN MINOR FRAME
ANGLE (MICRORADIANS)
VOLTAGE PITCH, ROLL & YAW BIT PATTERN
+5.0000 +250 0000 0000 0000 0000
0.0000 0000 1000 0000 0000
-4.9976 -250 0000 1111 1111 1111
The data will be sampled during the odd numbered word time preceding the first
of the two data words. For example; ADS axis 91 will be sampled during the





















2.2.6.2.2 ADS Temperature - Up to four ADS related temperatures will be sampled
once a PCD Major Frame (4.096 sec). Bach sample will be converted to a 12 bit
word and inserted in 2 consecutive words of format, with the 4 MSB'a of the
first word set to zero, as shown below. As above, the data will be aanpled in
the word time preceding the data word. That is, ADS Temperature #1 is placed in
Word 72 minor frame 108 and 109 and sampling time is word 71. The formatting
and range of ADS temp data is ehown below:
MSB LSB



























2.2.6.2.3 Gyro Data - Each axis of both DRIRU's is sampled, by the OBC, every
64 msec. The OBC will send the data from the DRIRO it is using, to the
Formatter. The data will consist of a 24 bit word for each axis (a total of 72






fonaat, is shown in Figure 2-10.




























Each 1 msec data sampling period is initiated by that 16 msec interrupt to the
OBC which occurs 36 msec after the start of an even numbered PCD minor frame.
(That is, 4 msec after the start of each odd numbered PCD minor frame.) (Figure
2-10.) The start of every fourth PCD major frame is coincident with the start
of the TLM major frame, and this tica is contained in subcom word 72, minor
frame 96 through 103, thus the tlca of the stare of every gyro data sampling
period can be determined. Normal imaging in operations uses the lower rate data.
In addition, the relationship between the sampling period, transfer, and read






That is, with reference to Figure 2-8, the data present in:
















was sampled by the OBC in the period starting at word 16 of minor frame 1.
The data is transferred to the Formatter in the period starting 4 msec after the
start of the next PCD minor frame.
2.2.6.2.4 Gyro Drift Data - The drift calculation is performed by the OBC
approximately once a minute. The data consists of 3 x 32 bit words. The data
will be transferred to the Formatter during the 4th transfer period (see Figure
2-11), between the Attitude data and the TLM spares data.
The format and frame position of the gyro drift data is: (2*8 complement word)
MSB LSB
2~*7 2- 1 (Scale -16)
SXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX
ROLL 16 17 18
MINOR PITCH 20 21 22
FRAME YAW 24 25 26
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The data will appear In word 72 of minor frames 16 through 27 of the PCD cajor
frame that starts at the TLM Major Frame Pulse (see Figure 2-9). Since the data
will be sampled every 16.384 at.ouds, it will repeat 4 times between each
calculation.
2.2.6.2.5 Attitude Estimate - The OBC calculates a FS Attitude Estimate every
512 msec. The OBC will send 1 out of 8 of these sets of data to the Formatter,
starting with that one calculated 52 msec after the TLM Major Frame. Pulse and
every 4.096 sec afcer that (once a PCD major frame) (See Figure 2-11).
Attitude is Euler parameters (EPA1, EPA2, EPA3, EPA4) that specify vehicle
attitude relative to ECI frame (non-dimensional). OBC double precision word (36




2° Ul3? (Scale 1)
EPA1 SXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX WORD 72
0 1 2 3 Minor Frame
Repeated for EPA2,3,4 in Minor Frames 4 through 15.
The data will appear in word 72 of minor frames 0 through 15 of each PCD major







2.2.6.2.6 Ephemeria - This calculation is made by the OBC when the Attitude
calculation is made. In this case, only 1 out of 16 sets of data will be sent
to the Formatter (that is, every other ?CD major frame - 8.192 sec).
The data consists of 192 bits transferred to the Formatter after the Attitude
data in transfer periods 1 and 3 (see Figure 2-11).
Ephemeris is 32 bit binary words defining X,Y,Z,X,t,Z (meters and
kilometers/sec respectively) in ECITOU coordinates. The data are 36 bit OBC
double precision words compressed to 32 bits by dropping the second sign bit and
the 3 least significant bits. The scale factor is 23 for posit a and 3 for
velocity. The format of this data is as follows: (2's complement words)
• MSB


























* OBC TLM Report $13 EPH01
i MSB


























* OBC TLM Report #13 EPH01
The data will appear in word 72 of minor frames 16 through 39 of every other PCD
major frwaa (see Figure 2-9). These major frames will carry the "1" and "3"
identifier in place of Time Code.
2.2.6.2.7 TM Housekeeping Telemetry - Up to 248 bits of TM Housekeeping
Telemetry data may be stripped out of the realtime telemetry format by the OBC
and sent to the Formatter. The data will be buffered at Che fifth 16 msec
interrupt after the start af a telemetry major frame, aad transferred to the
Formatter following the Attitude data in transfer period 2 (see Figure 2-11).
The data will appear in word 72 of minor frames 16 through 45 of the third PCD
major frame after the TLM Major Frame Pulse (see Figure 2-9). Eh Is major frame
will carry the identifier "2" in place of Time Code. For time correlation, it


















































































CAL Lftsp Filter Temp
SljC Tonp • »
CAL Shutter leap.
Ambient Preomp Temp (Even)
Band 6 Poet Amp Temp
Relay Optica Temps
Cold Preamp Temp











Primary Mirror Mask Teap
Secondary Mirror Temp




2.2.6.2.8 Spare Telemetry - Up to 176 bits of data may be stripped out of the
realtime telemetry format or computed data by the OBC and sent to the Formatter
in the same manner as the TM Housekeeping Data, except the 4th transfer period






The data will appear in word 72 of minor framr.a 28 through 49 of tha first PCD
major frame after the TIM Major Frame Pulse (see Figure 2-9). This cajor frame
carries the S/C Tine Code* The spare telemetry contains the following:
HIKOR FRAME FUNCTIONS .(Number in HEX)
28 EPHEMERIS SOURCE ID
00 - GPS; 01 - UPLINK
29 ROLL GYRO ID
00 - GYRO 1; 01 - GYRO 2
30 PITCH GYRO ID
00 - GYRO 1; 01 - GYRO 2
31 YAW GYRO ID
00 • GYRO 1; 01 - GYRO 2
IRU Channel




The data will be from the TLM major frame that started 32.768 sec before the
time given in the PCD major frame. If no spare telemetry data is sent to the
formatter the field will be zero filled.
2.2.6.2.9 S/C Time Code - Time Code will be transferred directly from the DPU
to the Formatter at the same time as it is transferred to the RIU for the TLM







The data consists of the full 64 bits (4 - Spacecraft ID, 52 - T/C, 8 - DPO
Status) defining the time at which the TLM Major Frame Pulse occurred. The data
will appear in word 72 of minor frames 96 through 103 of the first PCD major
frame after the TLM Major Frame Pulse (see Figure 2-9). The time code appears
as shown in Table 2-36. Though the PCD time code format is the same as the
realcIce format, word location is different. Realtime Telemetry location is
word 32.
2.2.6.2.10 Formatter Status - 16 bits of Formatter status can be accommodated
and will appear in word 72 of minor frames 116 and 117 of each PCD major frama.
The data consists of a frame error bit and ADS ground reference. The ADS ground
reference voltage has the same scale and range as ADS data (-4.9976 to +5.000
volts). The format is as follows:
|- WORD 72 j
MINOR
FRAME
116 * 0 0 0 MSB--
117 ADS GND REFERENCE-LSB
* FRAME ERROR BIT
1 • Expected TLM Major Frame Pulse either did not occur







2.2.6.2.11 Sync - The same sync pattern used for the TLM data will appear in
words 0 through 2 of each PCD minor fraae. (FAF320 HEX)
2.2.6.2.12 MFID - A 0 to 127 count of minor frames x*ill appear in word 65 of
each PCD minor frame.
2.2.6.2.13 Telemetry Fraae Correlation - Word 72 of minor frames 96 through 103
of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th PCD major frames of a 'our frame set (see Figure 2-8)
will contain a unique identifier (1, 2 or 3).
2.2.6.3 PCD Data in Realtime Telemetry Stream
Data types, item numbers 2 through S in paragraph 2.2.6.1, are also contained in
the realtime spacecraft telemetry stream for the purpose of MS" processing by
foreign stations. The high rate channel PCD telemetry is essentially used to
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2.2.7 NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR) FORMAT
The NBTR records on 4 pairs of channels for redundancy. Playback is via one of
the 4 pairs Into a single output by command. The recording Is in a forward
direction (no reverse direction recording possible) and playback is in tha
reverse direction only. The format of the NBTR telemetry stream is identical to
that shown in Figure 2-3 except that the last word of the matrix is transmitted
first. Also, the LSB of a word is transmitted first. Therefore, the data
output from the tape recorder during playback is reversed in time, (i.e., data
bit stream recorded as 110 is played back as Oil). The recorder will only
record 8 Kbps telemetry data. The tape recorder transmits the data bit stream
to the PMP at a command selectable rate of either 128 Kbps or 256 Kbps in NRZ-L
format and is converted to NRZ-M by the PMP before downlink.
2.3 COMMAND AND DATA HANDLING (C&DH) SUBSYSTEM
The C&DH subsystem contains the STACC Central Unit (CU), the STACC Interface
Units (STINT), the Central Processor Units (CPU), Memories, transponders,
receivers, the RF switching and the Pre-Modulator Processors (PMP) as shown in
Figure 2*12. The C&DH Subsystem is responsible for acquiring and transmitting
two data biL streams:
1. Realtime Spacecraft Telemetry:
a. Housekeeping (Subsystem and Sensor) Telemetry and






e. Flight Spacecraft Time (DPU, CU/OBC, GPS) and
d. Payload Correction Data (2 through 9 of 2.2.6.1)
2. High Rate Channel Telemetry:
a. Playback of Recorded Realtime Spacecraft Telemetry above or
b. Payload Correction Data or
c. On-Board Computer Memory Dump
2.3.1 TRANSPONDER
The transponders are capable of transmitting in the frequency range of 2200 to
2300 MHz. For the Landsat D mission, the transmit frequency is 2287.5 MHz. The
receiver frequency is 2106.4 MHz.
The spreading code for the TDRS Return Link is obtained from the transponder
internal digital subsystem. Modulation mode control permits reconfiguration of
the phase modulator network to deliver to the S-Band power amplifier stage one
of the following:
1. Residual carrier, linearly phase modulated (GSTDN)














The configuration of Che transmitter and the selection of modulation sources and
levels for TDRSS or GSTDN operation is automatically accomplished by the
transponder's digital subsystem, based on the Forward Link mode being received
by the transponder and external commands. See SVS-10124, Data Format Control
Book, Volume III (Command). Following modulation, the S-Baad signal is
amplified to the desicad RF output level.
The initial power-up configuration, assumed by the transponder automatically





The nominal RF output of the transponder is 5 watts + IdB at the filplexer output
i
port. The Modulator in the TDRS transponder, Figure 2-13, has itapuCs for two ]
digital telemetry data bit streams for the TDRSS Mode and two ansslog telemetry 'i
Inputs for the GSTDN mode.
The two TDRS data bit streams (Realtime Telemetry and High Rate Channel) are
modulo-2 added to internally-generated PM codes and tranamited independently on
the In-phase (I) channel and the Quadrature (Q) channel as Staggered -
Quadrature - Phase-Shift-Keyed (SQPSK) modulation on the S-Band Return Link. The








Table 2-5. Powar-up (RESET) RF Parameter Cooflguratioo
Parameter Initial Value
Receiver Mode














Auto turn on inhibited
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From the PMP, the GSTDN analog signal #1 is summed in a linear network in the
transmitter and transmitted as a residual - carrier phase modulation on the S-
Band Link. The transmitter GSTDN #2 signal input port is not used. The GSTDN
phase modulation index is commandable LOW or HIGH. Both the TORES and the GSTDN
telemetry channels can be turned ON/OFF by external command. The ranging
turnaround function is command selectable and internal to the transponder. The
GSTDN tone ranging channel is linearly summed with the telemetry inputs from the
PMP. Coherent frequency turnaround ratio is 240/221.
2.3.1.2 Receiver
The receiver simultaneously tries to lock on to either the TORS or GSTDN signal
based upon received signal strength. The received signal strength of -50 to -95
dBm selects the GSTDtJ mode whereas the range -110 to -135 dBm causes the
receiver to select the TORS mode for processing incoming command signals. See
SVS-10L24, Data Format Control Book, Volume III, (Command) for commanding
description and formats.
2.3.1.3 Antennas
The transponder transmits via the OMNI or the high gain antenna on the S-Band
frequency of 2287.5 MHz. The transponder to antenna configuration is command
selectable and set by two RP switches. The two RF switch states are
independently commanded, therefore, transponder No. 1 or .No. 2 can be
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2.3.1.4
A turnaround of the received S-Band ranging code Is command selectable and Is
coherent (240/221). The turn-around ranging function in the transponder is
available only whin the receiver is locked to a Forward Link signal. In the
TDESS mode of the transponder, turn-around ranging is obtained by synchronising
the "all l'a" state in the locally generated Return Link PN code with the "all
l*s" state in the received Forward Link PN code. The code itself Is not turned
around.
The GSTDN ground Tone Ranging Subsystem relies on the Landsat-D spacecraft
transponder to detect sinewave tones in the range of 4 KHz to 500 KHz which have
been phase-modulated on the Forward Link carrier by the GSTDN site and to re-
modulate them at a predetermined phase modulation index. In the phaselock
receiver, a separate intermediate frequency amplifier/phase detector channel is
provided for the range tone signals. The amplitude of the output tones are
maintained cpnotant by an automatic gain control system. The modulation Index
controls are provided in both the transponder and the Pre-Modulator Processor
and must be configured as shown in Table 2-6, to obtain the correct modulation
































MOTE: (1) Baseband ON
(2) Mutually Exclusive Operation
(3) Mode B.C.D
A commandable switch Is provided In the ranging channel so that it can be
commanded ON/OFF. The ranging tones to the GSTDN may be transmitted alone or
may be summed with the Return Link subcarrier (RT S/C telemetry) prior to
applying the signals to the transmitter phase modulator. If the receiver is not
locked to a forward link signal an RF switch in the transmitter automatically
selects the transmitter drive frequency from a quartz crystal oscillator. This
is called the "non-coherent" mode.
Some combinations of realtime spacecraft telemetry (RT), range (RNG), Range Rate
(RR), On-Board Computer (OBC), Narrowband Tape Recorder (NBTR) Playback and
Payload Correction Data (PCD) can be transmitted simultaneously to either GSTDN
















































NOTES: X - Turned ON
C - Coherent Turn-arounO mode
L " Low Modulation Index
H • High Modulation Index
RT • Realtime Telemetry
RNG- Range
RR • Range Rate
LSD-WPC-007
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2.3.2 STACC CENTRAL UNIT (CU)
The CU includes the command decoder, format generator, bus control Interface and
spacecraft clock, as shown in Figure 2-14. The CU controls the telemetry matrix
via the format generator. The telemetry data is retrieved from various
subsystems via a Multiplex Data Bus. The CU can address up to 31 RIU'o (62
redundantly). RIU address '0' is reserved for internal CU special commands.
There are nine RIU's on Landsat-D addressed as follows for the various
spacecraft subsystems for both commands and telemetry:
RIO £ Subsystem(s) Addressed
1 C&DH, OBC and NBTR
2 MACS
3 MPS
4 SC&CU, ESAM and PM
5 PM
6 PDU, DPU, TM and TH
7 GPS, MSS, TM, S-Band XMTR, and TH

















2.3.2.1 Multiplex Data Bus
The STACC CU multiplex data bus consists of the Bus Control Interface, Bus
Control Units and Remote Interface Units (RIU) including Expander Unit(s). The
multiplex data bus has redundant sets of "party lines". Each set contains two
2-vire circuits, one for the transmission of commands end addresses from the CU
to remote units and the second for the transmission of data froa the remote
units back to the CU. These circuits are referred to as the Supervisory Line
and the Reply Line respectively. The Multiplex Data Bus characteristics are
described in Table 2-8. The 32 bit Supervisory Line Word Format is shown in
Figure 2-15 and the 9 bit Reply Line Word Format is shown in Figure 2-16.
2.3.2.1.1 Supervisor Line
There are four types of supervisory line messages that are sent to the RUT'S via
the Multiplex Data Bus: Real-time (ground) command, RIU channel address for
telemetry data, computer command, and RIU channel address for computer data.
These four message segments, each containing 32 bits, comprise a 125 microsecond
timing cycle on the Supervisory Line that is repeated continuously, Figure 2-17.
The Supervisory Line remains active when not transmitting .messages, permitting
RIU'a to continue deriving clock and to maintain syncuronlzation. The Multiplex
D&ta Bus activity is described later.
LSD-WPC-007
2-56
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Biphase-L per preliminary MSDADS
3 bits illegal code followed by
Logical "1-
32 bits oa Supervisory Line
9 bits on Reply Line,
8 bits data plus leading 0
32 kwps maximum on Supervisory Line
16 kwps maximum on Reply Line
N-bit times to be specified by
contractor where N < 64.
Clock on Supervisory Line is continuous.
Data on Reply Line are phased relative to Supervisory Line
Clock.
Dp to 62 Remote Units may be tied on bus.
* Response Time is defined as the time from the end of the message parity bit
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Figure 2-15. Supervisory Line Word Format
The telemetry signal type 1s determined by bits 15 and 16 of the telemetry






Format on the reply line consists of nine bits. The first 1s a sync bit,












Segsant 10 Segment Segment 92 Segment 93




o One ground CMD
avery 16 os





















o 1 discrete CMD
. every 16 as.












For a given message, the addressed RIU must respond In a maximum of 31.25
microseconds following the message cycle to become active and start execution.
The transmission of the acquired data is accomplished on the reply line.
Signals only appear on the reply line during the response period. The reply !
activity message format is 9 bits long and occupies appropriate time slots '
containing 8 bits of data and a leading logical zero (as sync). The maximum word j
i
!





2.3.2.2 3ug Control Unit i
t
The bus controller interfaces the Central Unit to the multiplex data bus. It '
!
receives data source addressing frcm the format generator, adds the standard !
header and immediately transmits the data onto the supervisory line as
Manchester encoded data. Bit 31, even parity bit, is generated on the fly as
data is shifted out. The controller uses the 1.024 and 2.048 MHz clocks from
the spacecraft clock for encoding. The beginning of each 32 bit data word is
denoted by an approximately 1 microsecond party line pulse generated by the
format generator. The controller transmits Manchester logical "ones" when real
data words are not being sent.
The controller receives Manchester encoded data on the reply line. The data







1.024 MHz rate. The controller generates an eight pulse clocV. from the data, a
data ready envelope, and transfers the eight data bits to the format generator.
The format generator returns a data received pulse during the eighth clock time
to complete the data transfer.
The controller responds to four critical commands which establish the
configuration of the redundant party lines. The coomands detenaine which
supervisory line is driven and which line receiver data will be accepted. See
Volume III (Command) of the DFCB for description and format of Special commands.
2.3.2.3 Remote Interface Unit (RIU)
The RIU is the standard interface between the STACC CU and the subsystems. The
RIU performs the command decoding and the telemetry multiplexing as shown in
Figure 2-18. The RIU performs the following functions:
1. Distributes eight (8) serial magnitude and sixty-three (63) pulse
commands. (Refer to SVS-10124, Data Format Control Book, Volume III
(Command).
2. Selects and distributes clock signals from the STACC CU and forwards
them to the subsystem equipment.
3. Selects, conditions and, where indicated, converts sixty-four (64)
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All RIU* s on Landsat-D are connected as redundant pairs, e.g., RIU 1A and IB. In
normal operation one of the pairs is OFF and the mate of the pair Is ON In the
standby 2 mode. Turning one of a pair OFF can only be accomplished by turning
the other on in rhe standby 2 mode.
2.3.2.3.1 Telemetry Controller
The Telemetry Controller is an independently timed and power strobed section
used to provide all timing and control signals necessary for telemetry
multiplexer and bus transmitter operation, processing of. the four types of
analog and digital input signals, and temporary storage of acquired data to be
transmitted on both reply lines to the CU. At the end of a data acquisition
process, acquired data resides in the eight bit output data register. The
telemetry controller sends the contents of this register along with a one-bit
sync (Figure 2-16), and the necessary power and timing signals to the reply bus
transmitter which sends the 9-bit word to the CU. Nine bits of NRZ-L data
including a one-bit sync are converted to biphase data and transmitted on both
reply lines simultaneously.
2.3.2.3.2 Telemetry Multiplexer Expander Units
Each RIU contains a single telemetry multiplexer capable of retrieving four
types of signals from a total of 64 Inputs. A total of eight, multiplexers may
be used with any given RIU providing a maximum input capability of 512 channels.






2.3.2.3.3 RIO Operational Modes
The RIU "ON" is divided into 2 separate subgroups called Standby 1 and Standby
2. Table 2-9 defines the RIU operational modes.
2.3.2.3.4 Subsystem Telemetry Interface
The RIU retrieves four types of data from up to 512 input channels (fully
expanded). The types of data which are acquired are analog, passive analog,
bilevel and serial digital. Retrieval data is sent to the CU hence to the OBC
or ground at a selected bit rate and format via the CU/PMP/Transponder. The
STACC CU controls the acquisition of data, via messages cent over the
Supervisory Line. The telemetry controller in the RIU selects the input to be
sampled, power strobes the correct telemetry multiplexer and routes the acquired
sample to the appropriate input circuit for processing, formatting and
transmission to the CU over the Reply Line of the MDB. The telemetry type, bits
15 and 16 of the Telemetry message (Figure 2*15), indicates to the telemetry
controller whether the input is active or passive and whether it is analog or
digital. Following data acquisition and processing the teleiaetry controller
stores the 8 bit aata word prior to transmission. A 1-bit sync is added forming













+5.3 Volts (Stby 2)
Frame & Word Rate Sync -
1.02-4 MHz Clock
Serial Command
+5.3 Volts (Stby 1)
Discrete Commands 1-63
Discrete Command 0 -






































X - Functionally Powered
* - From external -15V source
NOTES:
1. The difference between "OFF" and "STANDBY 1" and between "STANDBY 1" and
"STANDBY 2" is determined by separate dedicated relays and will therefore
remain the same after a power failure.
2. "STANDBY 1" is activated by command to RIU Channel "0", SELF ON.







2.3.2.3.5 Telemetry Input Quantities
Each Teleoetry Multiplexer (Figure 2-18) has 64 input channels which may acquire
data of four types, mentioned above. Sixteen specific channels nay be used for
passive analog inputs and sixteen for aerial digital. Any of the 64 may be used
for bilevel (preferably in groups of 8) or analog. The restriction related to
the assignment of telemetry inputs are outlined in Table 2-10.
2.3.2.3.6 Analog Telemetry Inputs
The analog signal (0 to +5.12 VDC) is converted to an 8-bit digital word. The
total error of any given reading is +25 mv:
1. Quantitlzation: + 1/2 bit
2. Linearity: + 1/2 bit
3. Accuracy: +_ 1/4 bit
4. TOTAL: + 1 1/4 bits (25 mv)
The Anglog to Digital Converter is set up so that:
0 to 10 mv » 0 counts
10 mv to 30 BV » 1 count (nominal 20 mv) _
30 mv to 50 mv « 2 counts (nominal 40 mv)





































CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT BY SIGNAL TYPE
Bilevel ^  )
Group 0
I Only these channels
can be used for
Bilevel serial digital data
Group 1
These channels may
be used for analog data.
* An enable is available
at the time of sampling.
' J
Bilevel 1 >
Group 2 Only these channels












be used for analog
* data not requiring









Therefore, S.1V to 5.12 » all ones-
The A to D Converter input of -IV to 0V - all zeroes, 5.12V to ^ V - all ones.
Tha analog telemetry tiding characteristics for transmission over the reply
lines of the multiplexer data bus are shown in Figure 2-19.
2.3*2.3.7 Passive Analog Telemetry Inputs
The passive analog signal i? different from the active in that a standard 1 oA
current drive is supplied. The resulting analog signal is routed to the same
analog-to-digital converter, as the active analog telemetry input. The passive
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2.3.2.3.8 Bilevel Telemetry Inputs
In response to the bllevel telemetry request message (via Supervisory Line), a
specific block of eight telemetry inputs is routed to fora a sequence to a
voltage sampler which makes a "0" or "1" decision. The resultant eight bits are
formated and transmitted with a one-bit sync over the reply lines just as in the
analog types, Figure 2-21.
The Bilevel conversion characteristics are as follows:
1. Logical "1" - +3.5 to +15 VDC
2. Logical "0" - -1.0 to +1.5 VDC
2.3.2.3.9 Serial Digital Telemetry Inputs
The serial digital telemetry signal is such that the 8-bit subsystem output
shift register contents are shifted to an 8-bit internal shift register for
storage and a 1-bit dyne is added before being transmitted over the MDB reply
line to the CU, Figure 2-22.
• V .
The serial digital input characteristics are described as follows:
1. Word Length: 8-bits
2. Logical "1" +2.4 to +15 VDC
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2.3.2.4 C&DH Clock
There is a S/C oscillator la both of the two CU's. Also an external ultra-
stable S/C oscillator is command selectable for CU use. Either oscillator
contains the frequency source for timing the STACC and other subsystem functions
- the basic oscillator frequency output is 4.096 MHz. The CU long-term
a
oscillator stability requirement is equal to or better than 2 parts in 10° per
day and +2 parts in 10 per year. The external oscillator long term stability
requirements over 3 years Is £2 x 10~ . The output of either oscillator io
counted down to provide a 24 bit counter spacecraft clock time code with Least
Significant Bit resolution of 1.024 seconds. The 24 bit counter is put into the
realtime spacecraft telemetry stream and four clock signals are transferred to
the RlU'a for distribution. These are:
1. 1.024 MHz Clock signal
2. Major frame sync signal (every 128 minor frames) '
3. Minor frame sync signal (every 128 telemetry minor fraee words)
4. Telemetry word rate sync signal; Ground selectable, 125 or 1000 words
per second which is equal to 1 Kbps and 8 Kbps respectively.
Within the RIU, the 1.024 MHz clock is derived from the continuous biphase
signal on the multiplex data bus Supervisory Line as shown in Figure 2-23 The
sync pulses have a duration of 48 clock cycles, approximately 46.9 usec, and

















Figure 2-23. Telemetry Sync Signals
LSD-WPC-007
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Telemetry word rate, minor frame rate, and major fraae rate is extracted from a
type III message on the Supervisory Line. The three rates are produced by
decoding of logical "la" in the three bit positions assigned to the function
(Figure 2-15). The logical "Is" are generated at the word, minor frame, and
major frame transition times and appear in the next type III message, (Table
2-11) following the transition. These three functions are decoded by all RIUs,
independent of address. The "Telemetry Address" is placed on the supervisory
line in specific slots as indicated in Figure 2-24.
The C&DH clock can actually provide the following telemetry bit rate
frequencies: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 Kbps. The rate is set by a serial
magnitude command sent to the STACC/CU as defined in SVS-10124, Data Format
Control Book, Volume III, (Command). Landsat-D uses 1 or 8 Kbps.
Additionally, the clock generates a synchronizing interrupt to be sent to the
OBC; denoted the 16 millisec interrupt, it is a 1 us pulse whose trailing edge
occurs 1 us prior to the trailing edge of minor frame clock, and always at 16 ms
Intervals.
The 24 bit spacecraft counter (clock) clock provides three words to telemetry.
The least significant eight bits of time cods are connected to the fixed word
multiplexer in the format generator. The other 16 bits of tima code are
provided as two 8 bit serial data words to remote interface unit 91 for non-
fixed minor words (86 and 87) in the telemetry matrix.
LSD-MPC-007
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2.3.2.5 Format Generator
The format generator (Figure 2-14) provides all necessary timing and control to
address data sources and format real-time data into a fixed telemetry format.
2. 3. 2. S.I Timing Slots
The format generator establishes the timing segments which regulate the
transmission of data on the supervisory line. Each of the continuous timing
segments is 31.25 us in duration. Specific segments are assigned for telemetry
addresses, computer addresses, ground commands, and computer commands. With the
exception of those assigned to telemetry addresses, segments remain fixed
regardless of the telemetry output rate. Telemetry segments slide appropriately




























































1 - 1/2 bits (+), 1 - 1/2 bits (-)
Fixed logical "1"
Specifies 1 of 3 message types:
MESSAGE TYPE I (SER. MAG. CMD)
Specifies one of 32 Remote Units
Specifies one of eight command lines
to user
Specifies magnitude command value
Parity
MESSAGE TYPE II (PULSE CMD)
Soecifies one of 32 remote units
Specifies remote unit A or B
Not Used
Selects one of 64 outputs
Parity
MESSAGE TYPE III (TM ADDRESS)




Specifies one of four signal types
Not used
Allows expansion to 256 inputs
Selects one of 64 inputs
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2.3.2.5.2 Ground Command Slot
The ground command slot is the first full Riot which occurs 8 ms after the OBC '
16 ms interrupt (which is generated by the spacecraft clock). See SVS-10124,
Data Format Control Book, Volume III, (Command). j
t
2.3.2.5.3 Telemetry Format !
i
The format generator provides a fixed telemetry format using 8 bit words ;
i
assembled into a 128 word by 128 frame major frame. The unit establishes 4 !
I
fixed groups of 4 words each in positions 0-3, 32-35, 64-67, and 96-99. Words i
i
32-33, 35 and 96-99 are reserved for subcoa channels. Words 0-3, 34 and 64-67 j
are obtained from & fixed word multiplexer in the format generator and inserted ;
in the telemetry frame during all modes of operation. The bit assignments of the
fixed words are as specified earlier.
2.3.2.5.4 Modes of Operation
The format generator provides data source addressing sequences dependent upon
the mode of operation. There are four possible modes. Each ROM memory (2) in
the format generator is capable of storing two unique sets of minor frame data
source addresses. The format generator processes one set during ROM mode 1, and
the second set during ROM mode 2. During thfl computer mode, data source
addressing is provided by the on-board computer: the format generator sends a
telemetry address and a 1.024 MHz gated clock to the computer which responds







the data and transmits it serially through the party line controller onto the
supervisory line during the next telemetry address slot. Non-telemetry data
source addressing by the computer is handled in the same manner using a computer
addresss and 1.024 MHz gated clock from the unit, and 16 bits of address data
from the computer. This address is transmitted on the supervisory line during
the computer address slot.
A fourth mode of operation is the dwell mode. Dwell mode, like the above 3
modes, may be selected by a serial magnitude command from RIU #1 and will
control the data source addressing. During word periods other than 0-3, 32-35,
64-67, and 96 through 99 the format generator generates the address programmed
into the ROM memory location corresponding to the dwell word identified. See
SVS-10124, Data Format Control Book, Volume III, (Command) for dwell command
description and format.
2.3.2.5.5 Reply Data
Data is returned on the Reply Line in the specified response tiire of 64 to 73
microseconds. The format generator receives 8 bits of data and derived clock
from the party line controller. It loads telemetry data into a telemetry buffer
and a computer register. Computer requested data is loaded into the computer
register only. The buffer is loaded into the telemetry output register for
transmission in bi-phase at the current telemetry rate. The computer register
contents are transferred serially to the computer using the 1.024 MHz clock and







The format generator provides word 67, dwell ID (minor frame word number), to
telemetry. In response to the dwell command the format generator transfers an 8
bit serial word, with dwell indicator and ID to the PMP.
2.3.3 ON-BOARD COMPUTER (OBC)
The OBC is a general purpose computer, the NASA Standard Space Computer
(NSSC-1), and is included as part of the C&DH Subsystem. The OBC communicates
with satellite subsystems via the STINT to the STACC CU and hence the Multiplex
Data Bus. The general characteristico of the OBC are listed in Table 2-12.
Interface with the computer is provided to accommodate a number of functions.
Those underlined below are covered in this volume and the remainder in
SVS-10124, Data Format Control Book, Volume III, (Command):
1. Delayed Computer Storage
2. Program Loading
3. Command Output
4. Telemetry data input (Telemetry Addresses)
5. Telemetry format control (Flexible Format)
6. Data output to real-tine telemetry (Computer Words)
7. Data Dump direct to the PMP (Memory Dump)




















18 bits, 5 bits instruction ID, 1-bit index, 12 bits
operand fetch.
2 us cycle time, 4 us add, 32 us multiply, and 60 us
divide.
Eight 8192 word modules for total of 65,536 words. (8
modules contain two 4 K banks each.)
16 levels of priority interrupt.
16-cycle steal channels, maximum I/O rate of 100 K
words/second.
Allowable storage areas are assigned in segments of
128 words.
I/O is achieved through time multiplexing of existing
telemetry and command hardware.
Any 4 R memory bank can be loaded and dumped via
command and telemetry without software bootstrap
45-watts maximum (computing with full memory
complement).
55
One - 36 bits
One
All 4 R words in any bank.
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2.3.3.1 Telemetry Data Input
LSD-WPC-007
Telemetry data is provided to the OBC as a result of the OBC supplying a
Computer or Telemetry Address via the STACC Interface Unit (STINT), Figure 2-17.
!
The format generator acquires the telemetry data and non-telemetry data (if !




The format generator provides control signals for the serial transfer of 16-bit i
data acquisition addresses from the OBC for both flexible format telemetry and
computer data. In the flexible format mode, there are two limitations of OBC
controlled format: the OBC does not supply telemetry address transfer signals
for words - 0 through 3 and 64 through 67; and all data items which OBC
processors have been getting from main telemetry (not subcom) must be included
in train telemetry in the new format, unless execution of processors can be
discontinued. See Reference 3 in Section 5, "MMS Flight Executive User's Guide."
2.3.3.1.2 Return data
The fomat generator provides control signals for the serial transfer of all
telemetry data and all computer data to the OBC via the STINT. The data
transfer of telemetry data is independent of the computer data transfer. Each
data type is eight bits sent to the CU (format generator) hence to the STINT and





2.3.3.2 Telemetry Format Control
The OBC supplies the addresses via the STINT for data acquisition in the OBC
flexible telemetry format mode. The OBC sends a block of addresses to the CU
for data acquisition during the flexible telemetry format mode.
2.3.3.3 Data Output to RT Telecetry (Computer Words)
Certain types of required data are not available directly frca the subsystem
RlU'a via the MDB (e.g., FS attitude errors). These data are derived within the
OBC and accessed via "Computer word" through the RIU as aerial telemetry words.
Twenty-five columns have been assigned for this type of data. The format of the
OBC reports is described in Section 2.5.
2<3.3.4 OBC Memory Dump
An OBC memory dump is initiated by either hardware or software commands through
the STINT. Hardware dumps are accomplished in command selectable 4096 memory
word banks. Sixteen banks are used on Landsat V: Dump rate is command
selectable at 1 Kbps or 32 Kbps. The dump rate is selected by a special command
to the CU.
2.3.3.4.1 Hardware Controlled Dump
The NSSC contains a hardware controlled channel that allows any bank to be
dumped independently of processor operation. The memory bank (4096 words) to be






dumped, and the dxuap is repeated four times. The format of the dump was
described e&rlier in Section 2.2.5. A hardware memory dump requires clearing
the computer before the dump and reinitializing the system afterwards. The
reason for this is that only the fixed bank can be dumped under hardware
control. See Data Format Control Book, SVS-10124, Volume III (Command) for
command details.
2.3.3.4.2 Software Controlled Dump
An executive request command to initiate a software controlled dump is
acccnplished by ground command. The Executive Request Command is decoded in the
STINT and the low order 18 bits of the command word (27 bits) are made available
to the NSSC. Two commands are required: The first command includes the number
of words to be dumped and the second command includes the starting absolute
. address of the dump. The length should be limited to 4096 and start address and
length limited as not to cross a bank boundary (i.e.; bank boundary ° 4096, a
dump of 150 words starting at 3996 would not be permitted because the bank
boundary is exceeded). The minimum dump is 1024 words. Dumps of less than 8
words will be increased to 8 words and repeated until a total of 1024 words are
dumped. Dumps of less than 256 words are repeated until total dump is 1024
. words. Dumps of greater than or equal to 256 words will be repeated 4 times.
Software Dumps are useful for getting reports from the OBC which are too lengthy
to be included in telemetry. The Dump is controlled by the STINT in the same way
as a hardware dump, and over the same output lines and using the same format as
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2.3.4 STACC INTERFACE UNIT (STINT)
*
• The STINT Is Che Interface unit for the OBC and the STACC CU. Tho STINT
Interface*) with the PMP during the OBC Memory Dump period at 1 or 32 Kbpo
telemetry rate. The STINT interfaces with the C&DH RIU for discrete and serial
magnitude commando as well as STINT status for telemetry. Whenever bito are
designated hy number convention aa to most significant bit (MSB) and least
significant bit (LSB), the MSB is transmitted f-lrst between the STINT - Central
Unit and between the STIOT-Reaoto Interface Unit.
When a word is to be transferred from the STINT to the memory, the STINT
receipt) an acknowledgement of the transfer request from the NSSC and useo it to
gate the word onto the memory input bus (MIB). When a word is to be transferred
from memory to the STINT, the NSSC acknowledgement signal la used to gate the
word from the memory output bus (MOB) into a register located in the STINT. The
STINT function and number of data bits transferred are ohown in Table 2-13.
2.3.4.1 Input and Output
I/O oparationo between the STINT and OBC are carried out through 16 direct
memory access (DMA) devices. All 16 DMA devices share a single channel.
Simultaneous requests for memory access are resolved by hardware priorities. I/O
can be performed one word at a time under program control or by means of cycle-
steal operations Independent of OBC instruction processing. The DMA devices are
listed in Table 2-13. Where word sizes are less than 18 bits, the operation







packing or unpacking takes place. In storing, unused bits ore eat to i's. To
avoid halting prograa execution when multiple DMA requests occur, 1 CPU teeaory
cycle Is allowed between 10 cycle DMA accesses. Prograa execution la not likely
to be slowed even briefly by more than 40 percent, and the average over a period
of a second will rarely exceed 20 percent.
Device 0 reads teleootry data into ocnory sisultatiooualy with its transmission
to ground control. Device I reads In spacecraft data specially requested by ths
OBC. Device 2 la used when the OBC has been given control of taleaotry foraat.
It sends out the addresses for data which must be obtained and Included in the
telemetry stream. Device 3 has a similar function, except that data obtained
will cooe back through device 1 and will not be included in telemetry.
Devices 4 and 5 bring In 27-bit commands transmitted froa ground control. The 9
moot significant bits coaa in through device 4 and the 18 least significant on
device 5. Sltnlliarly, devices 6 and 7 send commands from tho OBC to other parts
of the spacecraft via the Standard Computer Interface (STINT) and Central Unit.
Device 8 allows tho computer to rocalva 16-bit serial eagnituda cosuands through
an RIU In the saoa was as any other piece of spacecraft hardware. Since the 16
bits cculd h« derived froa a 27-bit coaaand sent out froa the OBC tho OBC can







Device 10 is used Co set and reset bits la the Activation Status Register (ASR).
The ASR is used in otartlng cycle-steel I/O operations. See Reference Item 14
in Section 5. Device 11 Is used to place data into the teleoetry stream froa





































ZNPUT FROM REMOTE DECODER (RZU)
ASR CONTROL






























Devices 14 and 15 are used la connection with software dumps. The dump is
started by sending device 15 a word with a 1 in bit 18 and ended by sending it a
word with a 0 in bit 18. The dump is sent through device 14 as a normal cycle-
steal operation. Cycle-steal operations allow a block of data to be sent out or
read in while program execution continues. Each memory access (to read or store
one I/O word) takes 10 machine cycles (5 memory cycles), during which memory
references by the OBC are locked out.
2.3.5 PRE-MQDULATOR PROCESSOR (PMP)
The PMP receives 1 Kbps or 8 Kbps telemetry data, NRZ-L, and required clock froa
the STACC CU and 1 Kbps or 32 Kbps OBC Memory Dump data, NRZ-L, and clock from
the STINT. It also receives NBTR playback data from the NBTR and Payload
Correction data from the PCD Formatter. The data rate and content of output are
command selectable. PMP output data is NRZ-M for TDRSS and Blphase-S for the
Ground Stations. Additionally, the PHP provides hardline telemetry data direct
to the umbilical.
The PMP is redundant and each one can be powered and providing data for either
the TORS or GSTDN telemetry streams simultaneously.
2.3.6 NARROWBAND TAPE RECORDER (NBTR)
The Landsat-D spacecraft has two identical tape recorders which can either
record or playback data, but not both simultaneously. Each recorder has 238
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upon tape speed and assuming a full tape. A tape winding capability In the
forward or reverse direction at high speed exists without erasure of previously
recorded data. In this mode, the tape can be moved end-to-end in 3.1 alnutes.
A summary of tape modes is given in Table 2-14. The NBTRs are dedicated units
and are not cross-strapped to the PMPa. NBTR 1 is dedicated to PMP A and NBTR 2
dedicated to PMP B.
































The Landsat-D recorder is a slightly modified version of the 4.5 x 10 Bit
Standard Tape Recorder (see Figure 2-25). Digital data recording is
accomplished by demultiplexing the input data onto 2 channels that are recorded
in parallel and 4 times redundantly on the magnetic tape. Upon playback, one of
the 4 pairs of redundant signal channels, selected by serial magnitude command,





















During recording, the tape speed Is controlled by the externa.V.y supplied data
inpuc clock. During playback, the timing reference is derived from a crystal
oscillator located within the recorder. Tape motion is achieved by using a
brushleaa dc motor whose speed la controlled by a Cachoaeter sensor. During
! recording this sensor compares motor speed with the external data timingi
reference. During playback, the tachometer sensor is replaced by the off-tape
playback signal which is compared to the internal crystal oscillator.
The recorder is provided with a multiplexed (binary logic) command system. As
such, it does not have any memory during periods when the recorder is turned
off. Thus, a full set of commands is generally required to establish the
deeteed recorder operating mode. The comsands are stored while the recorder is
in the standby mode.
The commanded operating mode, the actual operating mode, and various other vital
recorder functions and conditions are monitored via the telemetry system. The
i; majority of these signals are made available to the spacecraft in multiplexed
[ format, their timing being controlled by externally generated signals.
Temperature, pressure, and total recorder current are available in a non-
multiplexed format.
One ground-isolating power supply generates the internally required voltages.
The command and control circuitry is operative whenever the recorder is in the
Power On mode. The majority of the telemetry circuitry is powered whenever the






the time that the +28 Volt S/C bus is powered. The erase circuitry is powered
whenever the recorder is in a Power On mode; the control of the erase function
is controlled by a logic level. Circuitry required for Capo winding, recording,
or playback is powered selectively.
2.4 TELEMETRY MATRIX ASSIGKMEHTS
A summary of the telemetry data to be formatted on the Landaat D spacecraft is
presented in Figure 2-26, which contains the following information for each
user:
1. Number of minor frame words (columns) required for the mission and
engineering formats.
2. Number of telemetry words appearing In each of the six columns,
dedicated to subcommutation.
2.4.1 TELEMETRY FRAME FORMAT
Table 2-15 presents the minor frame word (column) allocations for the Mission
format and Table 2-16 presents the allocations for the Engineering format. Each
minor frame word is sampled every 128 milliseconds at 8 Kbps and every 1.024
seconds at 1 Kbps.
In both formats, sixteen minor frame words (columns 0, 1, 2, 3, 32, 33, 34, 35,
64, 65, 66, 67, 96, 97, 96, 99) are reserved for specific spacecraft data and
are designated as fixed words. Note that Tables 2-15 and 2-16 both contain the







Six of Che fixed words have been allocated for subcomautated data such Chat data
are sampled at least once every major frame. Words may be sampled la these
columns (32, 33, 96, 97, 98, 99) store than once per major fraaa. Tables 2-17
through 2-22 list the telemetry word assignments in each of the subcomas.
A telemetry word assigned a sample rate of once per major frame will be sampled
approximately once every 1» seconds at 8 Kbps and approximately once every 2
minutes at 1 Kbps.
Those words which require sampling faster than once per major frame have been
equally spaced in subcosna columns. As an example, a word requiring 4 oamples
per major frame is sampled first in minor frame N, second in minor frame N+32,


















































































































































































Figure 2-26. Landsat D Telemetry Summary
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2.4.2 TELEMETRY ASSIGNMENTS BY USER
r
7 Tables 2-23 through 2-41 list telemetry points by user. The user identification
numbers have been arbitrarily assigned to facilitate cross referencing to the
telemetry matrix assignments (Tables 2-15 through 2-22).
Each listing givea a User ID, telemetry function description, type of signal,
telemetry matrix locatiou, sample rate, mode aad RIU channel assignment as
explained in Table 2-23. Explanations of bit structure of digital words are
also included in each listing.
RIU channels are numbered 0 through 63. Where an expander unit is associated
with a RIU, the EU channels 0 through 63 are identified as RIU channels 64
through 127. Thus a designation of 01-80 indicates channel 16 of the EU
associated with RIU 01 (C/CH). If a second expander unit is associated with a
RIU, channels 0 through 63 of that EU are identified as RIU channels 128 through
191. RIU channel designations for bilevel digital words in the listings refer
to the first (MSB) of the eight bits in a RIU group. Thus a bilevel word Jith a
designation of 06-32 indicates a. bilevel word la RIU 06 where bit 0 is assigned
to channel 32, bit 1 to channel 33, 2 to 34, 3 to 35, etc.
Tables 2-15 thru 2-41 represent drawing number 47J249440AR up to alteration
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Tha L#ndaat-D telemetry la structured to allow the flight software to contribute
a telesetry report in each minor fraea. The Landsat D flight software will
contribute 111 reports to each major frame of telemetry. This leaves 17 reports
as a reserve for growth in the nuaber of items contributed Co telemetry by the
OBC. Each report la 26 words long. The first word is output in column 35 of
tho taletsotry matrix and giv>a the report nuaber. Tha remaining words (words
0-24) are output in coluan 91-95 and 108-127. Table 2-42 provides minor frarau
number, report number (which will appear in column 35) and a functional
identification of all of the OBC-TLM reports.
2.5.1 OBC TELEMETRY REPORT DESCRIPTION
Tables 2-43 to 2-66 show and define In detail the location, and meaning or value
of all tha teleostered pa raws tars. Following each group of O3C TLM Reports is
that part of the flight software data dictionary defining those paraosters.
These tables are extracted froa the Landsat-D Flight Software Design Document
SVS-10130 and should be referred to for updates. The Inforaaaition provided is:
1. NAME: Symbolic Naae of Parameter
2. DPROC: Defining Processor
3. TYPE: C • Constant, V - Variable, P «• 'Parameter
4. UPROC/DUHITS: Processors using parameter/Di3gilay Units
5. TABLE: OBC-TLM Report Number


















Word number la report where parameter starts
Freelaion In OBC Computation
S • Single Precision
0 • Double Precision
T - Triple Precision
W - Word (8bit Flag/Counter)
Scale of Parameter
Units of OBC Computation
Nominal Value of Parameter
Explanation of parameter along with flag states
If Flag
NOTE: The symbolic name of the parameter is proceeded by the letter "0" in the


















































































I/(Newtons * Meters * Seconds)
(Newtons * Meters * Seconds)/Counts
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Knowing Che scale end the number of btta telemetered the maximum range and lease
significant bit weight can be obtained by using tho following equations:
Max Range - (2N-1)/(2N~S )
LSB - 1/(2N~S )
N • one less Chan number of bits telemetered
(i.e., 1 bjrta - 8 bits, N - 7)
S • binary scale of OBC data
As an example THETAX, the first t»o words of ACS Telemetry Report 01 nas a scale
of -5 and 2 bytes (16 bits) are present in telemetry. This provides S • -5 and
N » 15 (2 bytes x 8 bits/byte - 1). Applying these to the equations above
provides LSB weight of 9.54E-7 radians and a maximum range of 40.03125 radians.











S - Sign Bit




LSB S000000000000001 - 9.54 E-7 Rad
MAX RANGE Slllllllllllllll - .03125 Rad
MS BYTE/MSB
Used in this section to mean Most Significant Byte. Parameters are calculated
as single precision (18 bit), in double precision (36 bit) or triple precision
(54 bit) words in the OBC. Telemetry words are one byte (8 bits) each,
therefore, only the 1/2/3 Most Significant (MS) Byte(s) of the parameter may be
inserted in telemetry.
LS BYTE/LSB











2.5.1.1 OBC Talcnatry Zaro Reports
Upon ground command OBC Teieoatry report* aay b« r«aoc to soro. An oxacuttva
request eod« 13 comaand will icro Che report dcalgnatod in th» oparand. If tha





























































































































































































































TORS Ant Pointing Report
TORS Ant Pointing Report
TDRS Ant Pointing Report
TDRS Ant Pointing Report
Update Filter Roport (1
Update Filter "e^ort 02
Update Filter Report #3
Update Filter Report #4
Update Filter Report #5
Update Filter Report 06
Update Filter Report 61
Update Filter Report 08
















Update Filter Report 010
































06, 38, 70, 102






























SA Potentiometer Data Report #1
Solar Array Deploy Report
GMT Update Report
Attitude Control Report #13
Flight Executive Report
Memory Monitor Report $1
Memory Monitor Report 02
Memory Monitor Report ?3
Solar Ephermeria Report 01
TDRS Ant Pointing Report 15
Stored Cod Pointer Report
Status Buffer Report ?1
Telemetry Monitor Report ?1
Telemetry Monitor Report 92
Telemetry Monitor Report S3
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* 2 MOST SIGNIFICANT BYTES - CALCULATED IN OBC AS
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-3 EIY 02 MS BYTES
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o Kl DM T(£ ........ t*
127
24
Flight Software Time (TF)
@8kbps TF - TDPU + 36msec + (4096*2*3) + (N*4096msec)
(aikbps TF = TDPU + 36msec + (4096*2°) + (N*32768msec)**
(? 1 January,OOOOhrs TF = 86,400,000msec
*N « 0.1.2,3 each succeeding TF update interval
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Minor Frame Number: is.3i.u7.63
79.95.111,127
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The telemetry monitor telemetry report contains the status words
for the telemetry groups that are being monitored. Each group has one
8 bit status word associated with it. 75 total status words make up 3
reports. The reports are output once per major frame.
Let TMSTAT I J denote the status word for the IJ'th group. The
contents of the status word are oefined as follows:










Group out of limits
Group in 1imits
Inhibited from sending commands
Enabled for sending commands
Inhibited from limit checking
Enabled for limit checking
Undefined
Error in Grouo
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FLIGHT EXECUTIVE TELEMETRY REPORT DEFINITIONS
BITS 0-63 (VJord 1-8) - 64 bits which indicate different situations and events
within the executive which need prompt attention by the ground. MMS on board
computer flight executive technical description (S-700-56 Rev B) Appendix D
explains this field.
BITS 64-127 (Word 9-16) - Processor status, using two bits for each processor.
The first bit is 1 if the processor is inhibited from sending commands, the second
bit is 1 if the processor is inhibited from execution. The processors are
arranged in numerical order, beginning with bits 64 and 65 for processor number
1.
BITS 129 and 130 - Have special meaning
BIT 129 - If 1, too many commands for the processor command storage area.
Commands ignored.
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MEMORY MONITOR TIM DEFINITIONS
The three (3) Memory Monitor TLM Reports contain a maximum of 18 memory
words who's addresses are found in System Table 15, QMONADDS. The first word
of Table 15 contains the address of the memory location who's contents will be
put in memory word 1 of Memory Monitor Report #1. The System Table contains 17
more addresses to specify location of the other 17 available words in the TLM
Report. These are formated as shown in word 1 thru 4 or Report 1 with 18 bits
of memory contents packed into words 1-3 followed by a fourth «ord with zero
field. The two most significant bits of each of the first three words are fill
bits.
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Tabla 2-68. Status Buffer TIM Definitions SVS-10123A
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Status Buffar information is available via OBC duap as described in Section
2.5.2 or via OBC TLM Reports 46 and SO.
Report 46 (Status Buffer Report 01) contains the information of the Fixed Format
area of the Status Buffer (2.5.2.1).
Report SO (Status Buffer Report #2) will sequence through the Variable Section
of the Status Buffer presenting 3 Variable Section reports each time, completing
the entire 60 word Variable Section in 320 seconds. If the Variable Section
wraps around faster than it can be output by TLM the LSTDATA Flag (Report SO,
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2.5.2 OBC STATUS BUFFER
r i
I • The OBC maintains a buffer which will keep a log of system and spacecraft
activitiesk including reports of errors and anomalies detected by the Flight
; Executive or by processors and reports attempts by processors to send commands
while they are inhibited from commanding. The Status Buffer COPtains two
sections, a Fixed section and a Variable section. The Fixed area consists of a
set of words reserved for specific uses. The Variable section contains three
I word reports packed into the buffer in the order in which they were reported.
This buffer may be dumped and reset by ground command using an Executive Request
code 14. If the operand of this request is 1, the buffer will be dumped. If the
operand is 0 the buffer is reset. In resetting the buffer, words 0 and 2 of the
fixed format section are left unchanged. Word 1 is set to the address of the
first word of the variable section. The remainder of the buffer, both fixed and
* variable, is set to zero. The format of the dumped Status Buffer is the same as
shown in Section 2.2.5.
2.5.2.1 Fixed-Format Area of the Status Buffer
The fixed-format area is at the beginning of the status buffer. Each word
contains a single piece of Information, and the position of (the word indicates
|". the nature of the information. The area consists of 8 weirds, which have been


















Words 0 through 3: Pointers and flaga for the variable section.
0 - QSTATBUF - absolute address of the start of the variable section.
1 - QSTATPTR - absolute address of the word following the last word of
the last report stored.
2 - QSTATEND - absolute address of the last word of the variable
section.
3 - QSTATOVF - wraparound flag. This is a count of the number of
times the variable section has overflowed and wrapped
around since the status buffer was last reset. If no
overflow has occurred, the word is zero.
Words 4 through 8: Storage protection violation.
4 address of the last instruction that tried to store outside its
assigned area.
5 contents of the X register when the Instruction was executed.
6 contents of the page and miscellaneous registers when the
instruction was executed.
7 contents of the effective address if the store operation uas
indirect, 0 if the instruction was store accumulator.
8 count of the number of storage protect errors since the status
buffer was last reset.
2.5.2.2 Variable Section of the Status Buffer
The variable section of the status buffer follows the fixed-format area. It
contains three-word reports stored in chronological order. In c/>se of buffer
overflow, processing wraps around and new reports are stored over the oldest in
the section. Sixty (60) reports may be stored before wraparound occurs. The
error is reported in the Flight Executive Report (Report #39) in the OBC's











occurred (which indicates the number of reports lost) is stored in the fixed-
format area of the status buffer.




WORD t } PROCESSOR NUMB£3 lO NUMBER
WORD 1. PARAMETER
The time is the 18-low-order bits of the OBC clock. The ID number gives the
basic meaning of the report and the processor number identifies the processor
involved. (Processors are numbered from 1 up to the order of their PCTs in
memory. The processor number will be 0 if no processor is involved in the
report.) Table 2*67 defines the meaning of various ID numbers.
The parameter word gives additional information. In many error reports from the
Absolute Time Command Processor, the parameter will give the location in the
stored command buffer of the erroneous command. In some reports, no information
other than ID number and processor number is needed. In those cases, the
content of the third word is meaningless and can be set to 0 by the processor.
Table 2-67 identifies parameters (3rd word) associated with various ID numbers.
See S-700-56 Rev B-MMS OBC Flight Executive Technical Description, Appendix B
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Table 2-69. Status Buffer Variable S-ction Definitions
Report ID 0
Decimal Rex Meaning Parameter (Word 3)
32 20 Overflow in requests to store
reports





34 22 Invalid jump pseudo-op
37 25 Command stack overflow
38 26 Invalid code in processor
request for service
39 27 Block number too big in stored
cmd to send predifined block
40 28 Illegal
41 29 Error in specifying functions
for processor control
42 2A Error in command hardware
Location of jump pseudo op
Which stack overflowed
0 » low priority
1 • high priority
Absolute address of
instruction
Command # of pseudo op
Absolute address of interrupt
interrupt In section error
Neg # - number of cmds lost
Pos 8 - number of spurious
cmds received
43 2B Invalid op code in pseudo-op
stored cmd
44 2C Too much stacker overflow
for ATCP
46 2E Error in specifying functions
for RTS Control
Cmd number of invalid pseudo
op











































Error In sequence number for
RTS Control
Request to activate an active
RTS
Request to activate an inhibited
RTS
Invalid number in request to
reserve space for RTS
Invalid number for loading RTS
RTS commands
Invalid number for loading RTS
times
Invalid length in request to
reserve space for an RTS
RTS buffer overflow
Attempt to clear RTS buffer
while a sequence is active
Invalid length in loading RTS
commands '
Invalid length in loading RTS
times
Attempt to load CMDS for an RTS
before space reserved
















Sequence f of RTS
Sequence 0 of RTS
Sequence 0 of RTS


































3C Error in requesting RTS dump
3D Attempt to reserve larger space
for active RTS
3E Attempt to load commands for
active RTS
Erroneous sequence I
Sequence f of RTS
Sequence # of RTS
3F Attempt to load times for active Sequence 9 of RTS
RTS
100 Processor cut off too many times
101 Processor requested while
executing or waiting for execution
102 Processor which is command
inhibited has tried to send
commands
102 Invalid op code in executive
request
104 Invalid entry in processor
priority table
105 Scheduler table processing started 1 - stopped
or stopped 0 - started
106 Request for processor control
specifies nonexistent processor
107 Error in request to load or dump
table
108 Invalid PCT loc in scheduler
table or table of long period
processors
Absolute address of high














Decimal Hex Meaning Parameter (Word 3)
265 109 Invalid entry point for snap
action
266 IOA Failure in switching control of
TLM format
267 IOB Telemetry aync loss
268 IOC Common error
270 10E Error in CMD count in processor
request to stack a batch of
CMDs
271 110 Software dump timing error
272 112 Stored command load would
overflow buffer
273 113 Error in loading TLM addresses
274 114 The operand required by an
executive request was never
received
275 115 Invalid block number in loading
predefined block
276 116 Invalid starting point for ATCP
277 117 RTS control requested while RTCP
waiting to initialize
278 118 Request to clear RTS buffer while
commands still stacked














Decimal Hex Meaning Parameter (Word 3)
280 11A Telemetry went back into sync
with clock
282 11C Error in request to reset OBC
contribution to TLM
283 11D Error in specifying buffer for
stacking cmds
284 HE Bug in flight executive
285 120 OBC clock was not incremented
properly while telemetry was in
dwell
286 121 MEMTST found error
287 122 Telemetry frame number error
288 123 Error in changing TLM bit rate
508 1FC Critical Processor error
509 1FD System table update
incomplete out of stored
commands
510 1FE Software stored command error
511 IFF Telemetry monitor out of limit




Pointer of CMD error








The C&DH Subsystem transponder is capable of being operated in the TDRSS or
G iftN mode of operation, i.e., one transponder can be operated in the TORS mode
and the second in the GSTDN mode. The data source and telemetry rates with
appropriate antennas have to be conc"\nd selected as shown and described earlier.
2.6.1 OBC DUMP
The OBC memory dump is command selectable at 1 or 32 kbps. At 32 kbps, a memory
bank of 4096 words (times 32 bits per word) will take approximately 4.682
seconds for the first copy. Since the OBC Dump is transmitted four times, it
takes 18.728 seconds to transmit. At 1 Kbps it takes approximately 9.988 minutes
to transmit it four times 32 kbps will be used for Landaat-D. Since there are 16
memory banks for Landsat-D, it takes approximately 4.99 ninateo to transmit the
i|i<.. entire 64K memory at 32Kbpa without considering the executive request and C&DH
commands needed to change the fixed bank ID. This does not take into account













The GPS data files are transmitted as part of the telemetry at the 1 or 8 Kbps
\\ rate under the CU fontat control. Allocating approximately 12 columns to the GPS
£•1
data files (944 bits or 112 words long) in the mission format and a reduced
number of S columns during the engineering format. See SVS-10125, Oata Format
Control Book, Volume IV, (Global Positioning System) for the frequency 01 data
file types and output rate?.
nli 2.6.3 RANGING
When cither OBC Dump or NBTR playback or PCD data is transmitted over the high
rate channel, range measurements in the GJTDN mode are not possible. Range rate
is possible. TDRS range and range rate is possible regardless of high rate
channel data output (Table 2-7).
2.6.4 HIGH RATE CHANNEu TELEMETRY
!
I
Only one type of data can be transmitted in either TDRS or GSTDN modes via the
high rate channel at a time (See Table 2-7):
1. OBC Memory Dump
2. Narrowband Tape Recorder Playback









The NASA Communications (NASCOM) Network is a global comaunications systea
consisting of diversely route! high speed data circuits with primary switching
faclities at GSFC. Pwo distinct telemetry paths are possible for Landsat-D,
namely, TORS and GSTDN. The realtime telemetry stream between the GSTDN/TDRSS
and the CSF is a computer compatible, digital format NRZ-L message, transmitted
in standard 4800 bit message blocks. Each block is 300 16-bit words. All
fields of the message block are transmitted with the Most Significant Bit (MSB)
first.
3.2 TELEMETRY DATA (GSTDN)
The GSTDN message block begins with a 48-bit NASCOM network header, followed by
a 48-bit User Message header, a 48 bit NASCOM Time Code, and ends with a 32-bit
error control field. The 4624 bits between the header information and error
control field are available for message data as shown in Figure 3-1. A
description of each element of the format is provided in the following
paragraphs:
1. Bits 1-48, NASCOM HEADER; The network header contains NASCOM sync,
routing and statistics information.
' a. Bits 1-24, NASCOM Sync; This is a 24 bit synchronizarion field


















NASCOM SYNC 24 25 SOURCE CODE 32
33 DESTINATION' CODE
BUT5EQ
40 141 NO 431 44 FORMAT CODE 48
49 SPACECRAFT !.D. 56 57 DATA STREAM I.D. 64.
65 MESSAGE TYPE 72 73 SPARE 80
'81 P-82 r83 84 DATA LENGTH (N BITS} 96
971 98 99 DAY OF YEAR (9 BITS) 107 108
MILLISECONDS OF DAY (27 BITS)'
.124 144
145 i FIRST DATA BIT
DATA
(4624 BITS)
LASJ_OATA BIT' I FILL
BLOCK FILL (4624 - "N" BITS)
4769 47761 Fl I F2 I 4779
POLYNOMIAL REMAINDER 4800
Figure 3-1. 4800 Bit GSTDN Teleoatry Block LSD-WPC-007
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8 Kbpa RT TLM
32 Kbps OBC dump/PCD


























b. Bits 25-32, Source Code; The 8-bit source code Identifies the
originator of the block by geographic locations* Source codes are
assigned by Nascom and are listed in Table 3-1.
c. Bits 33-40, Destination Code: This 8-bit field identifies the
geographic destinations. Codes are same as source codes. See
Table 3-1.
d. Bits 41-43, Block Sequence Number; This 3-bit number identifies
the sequence in which blocks are transmitted from the source.
e. Bits 44-48, Format Code.- This 5 bit code identifies the general
type of data contained in the block. This field will be 21 octal
for telemetry blocks.
2. Bits 49-96, User Header; The 48-bit user header .is reserved for
Information required by users to route and process the data contained
in the block.
a. Bits 49-56, Spacecraft ID; This 8-bit field identifies the
spacecraft being supported. For Landsat-D the code is 070 octal.
See Table 3-2.
b. Bit 57-64, Data Stream ID; This 8-bit field identifies the type
of telemetry contained in message. See Table 3-3.
c. Bit 65-72, Message Type: This field contains a code which
identifies the type of data in the block. This code is 106 octal
for telemetry. See Table 3-4.
d. Bits 73-80, Spare; Set to all ones.
e. Bit 81, Spare:
f. Bit 82, Spare; Set to "0" for telemetry..
g. Bit 83, Full Block Flag; This bit is reserved for a flag which
indicates when the message field is full. "1" - 4624 bits of
telemetry data.
h. Bits 84-96, Data Length; The last 13 bits of the user header
contains a binary count of the number of bits of telemetry data,









3. Bits 97-144, Time; This 48-bit field is reserved for a Parallel
Binary Four (PB4) time code. The timecode represents the leading edge
of the first data bit of the telemetry Data below.
.'. a. Bits 97-98; This 2-bit field is set to "00".
v',
b. Bits 99-107; This 9-bit field contains Day of Year.
|'i
P.I c. Bits 108-134; This 27 bit field contains milliseconds of day.
d. Bits 135-144; This 10 bit field contains all zero's:
Microseconds of milliseconds is not used.
4. Bits 145-4768, Telemtry Data; The 4624 bit data field is used to
transmit the telemetry data. When the data does not fill this field,
fill bits are added after the last data bit. This fill will be 311
octal. The telemetry data is transmitted asynchronously. This is
referred to as the throughput format. The sync from the PS may appear
anywhere within the block and may reside across block boundaries.
5. Bits 4769-4800, Block Error Control; The block error control field is
32 bits in length and is reserved for the polycode to be used to
determine if bit errors have occurred during transmission of the
block.
a. Bits 4769-4776; This 3-bit field is not used and will be set to
all ones.
b. Bits 4777-4778; (Fl, F2) These bits will be set to ones.
c. Bits 4779-4800; Polynomial Remainder: The last 22 bits of the
block are reserved for the polynomial remainder which results
















33 DATA STREAM I.D.
25 SPAR EL 32
40 41 PORT SEQUENCE NUMBER 43
49 FIXED CODE 56 Is; FIXED CODE
65 MESSAGE TYPE CODE 72 73 FIXED CODE 80
Slj^  F83| DATA LENGTH (N BITS)
97 I 98 99 DAY OF YEAR 1071 108
MILLISECONDS OF DAY
134 135 MICROSECONDS OF MILLISECONDS 144




BLOCK FILL (4624 - "N-r BITS)'
-FILL-
4769 4776 |F1 |F2 4779
•POLYNOMIAL REMAINDER — 4800
Pigura 3-2. 4800 Bit MDM/TDRSS Tcleoetry Block LSD-WPC-007
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Table 3-4. Meeage Type Codes (Bit 65-72)
DESCRIPTION CODE (OCTA2.)











3.3 TELEMETRY DATA (TDRSS)
The TDRSS telemetry block, like the GSTDN, begins with 48 bits of Network
Reader, 48 bits of user header and 48 bits of time code. Subsequently, 4624
bits of telemtry data is followed by 32 bits of Block Error Control as shown in
Figure 3-2. An element by element description follows:
1. Bits 1-48, Network Header; The network header is the 48 bits in the
4800-bit block format and contains the NASCOM sync code, routing and
statistics information.
a. Bits 1-24, NASCOM Sync; The 24-bit NASCOM sync code is a fixed
code used to determine the beginning of the 4800-bit block. The
code is 30473047 octal.
b. Bits 25-32., Spare; Set to all ones (377 octal).
c. Bits 33-40, Data Stream ID; 8-bit field used to differentiate
between various spacaecraft sets. Table 3-3 gives Data Stream ID
codes.
d. Bits 41-48, Port Sequence Number; This is an 8-bit binary count
used to identify the sequence in which blocks were transmitted to
a specific port on the MDM.
2. Bits 49-96, User Header; The 48-bit user header is reserved for
information required by users to route and process the data contained
in the block.
a. Bits 49-56, Fixed Code; This field is a fixed pattern of
00000001 binary (001 octal).
b. Bits 57-64, Fixed Code; This field is a fixed pattern of
00000001 binary (001 octal).
c. Bits 65-72, Message Type; This 8-blt field is used to designate
the MDM which blocked the data. Table 3-4 gives Message Type
codes.
d. Bits 73-80, Fixed Code; This field is a fixed pattern of






» ' e. Bit 81, Spare; Always a logic zero.
f ! f. Bit 82, Spare: Set to "0".
i g. Bit 83, Full Block Flag. This bit is reserved for a flag which
K. indicates when the data field is full. "1" indicates 4624 bits of
? ' telemetry data.
g. h. Bits 84-96, Data Length; The last 13 bits of the user header
g contain a binary count of the number of bits of telemetry data,
\,- exclusive of fill, contained in the data field.
I
3. Bite 97-144, Time: This 48-bit field is reserved for a Parallel| Binary four (PB4) time code. The time code represents the leading edge
of the first telemetry data bit described below.
K a. Bits 97-98: This 2-bit field is set to "00M.
L
b. Bits 99-107; This 9-bit field contains Day of Year.
c. Bits 108-134; This 27 bit field contains milliseconds of day.
d. Bits 135-144; This 10 bit field contains microseconds of
milliseconds.
Bits 145-4768, Telemetry Data: The 4624 bit data field is used to
transmit the telemetry data. When the data does not fill tv'.s field,
fill bits are added after the last bit. This fill will be 311 octal.
The telemetry data is asynchronous with the 4800-bit block therefore
the minor frame sync may appear anywhere within the telemetry data









5. Bits 4769-4800. Block Error Control; The block error control field Is
37 bits in length and is reserved for the polycode to be used to
determine if bit errors have occurred during transmission of the
block.
a. Bita 4769-4776; This 8-bit field la not ufled and will be set to
all ones.
b. Bits 4777 Fl Set to logic zero by MPM;
c. Bit 4778 P2; Receiving MDM (G3FC) sets thia bit to zero if the
polynomial remainder is good; set to one if polynomial remainder
is bad.
d. Bits 4779-4800, Polynomial Remainder; The last 22-bits of the
block are reserved for the polynomial remainder which results










ACS Attitude Control System
A/D Analog to Digital
B Bilevel (Telemetry)
BBR Band-to-Band Registration
BCU Bus Coupling Unit





CC Computer Command Slot
CCT Computer Compatible Tape
Command and Data Handling
CFPA Cooled Focal Plane Assembly (Array)
CMD Command




































Data Format Control Book
Data Management System
Digital Processing Unit
Data Receive Record Transmit Subsystem
EROS Data Center
EDC Digital Image Processing System
End of Line Code
Earth Resources Observation System
Earth Resources Technology Satellite
Expander Unit (for RIU) or Electronics Unit (for NBTR)




Focal Plane Detector Array
Geometric-Dilution-of-Precision (the ratio of uncertainty
in position of uncertainty in range measurements
Greenwich Mean Time
Global Positioning System
Goddard Space Flight Center
Ground Spaceflight Tracking Data Network

































































MSB Most Signfleant Bit
MSS Multlapectral Scanner or Module Support Structure
MSM Most Significant Word
MUX Multiplexer
NASCOM NASA Communications Network
NBTR Narrowband Tape Recorder
NDS Navigation Data Satellite
NETD Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference
NRZ Nonreturn to Zero (digital code)
NRZ-L Non-Return to Zero Level
OBC On Board Computer
OCC Operation Control Center
OCG Orbital Computations Group
ONS Operational Navigation Satellite
P Passive Analog (Telemetry)
PAM Pulse Amplitude Modulation
PCD Payload Correction Data





POCC Payload Operations Control Center








































Santa Barbara Research Center
Spacecraft
Signal Conditioning & Control Unit
Silicon Focal Plane Array (Assembly)




























































Standard Telemetry and Command Components








Tracking and Data Relay Satellite




Transponder Unit (for NBTR)




Wide Band Video Tape
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